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Respecting the Elements of Nature

We are committed to the Swiss values and respect the power of the 
elements of nature, Alpen’s work is to provide tools to shape this natural 
beauty. 

To create the ALPEN range we drew inspiration from the pragmatism of 
mountaineers. Like them, we believe in the importance of preserving and 
taking care of the objects that accompany us in our daily lives. Our mission 
is to create durable and quality gardening tools designed to withstand the 
rigors of the mountains and outdoor activities.

At ALPEN we take pride in the knowledge and expertise passed down by 
our elders.  Our mission is to preserve and transmit this heritage.  We are 
committed to creating gardening tools that blend the legacy of the past 
with technical innovation.  By collaborating with top experts in the field of 
cutting tools, we preserve traditional techniques and craftmanship while 
adapting them to contemporary needs and requirements.  We take pride 
in sharing this knowledge with our customers by offering them superior 
quality products and expert advice.

Our commitment to our products is based on the balance between 
performance, quality, and competitive pricing. We walk this fine line; offering 
the best products at the best prices.

To achieve this balance and provide transparency for our consumers, we 
have established a nomenclature for our products:

"Designed and Quality controlled in Switzerland":
These products, imagined by Swiss designers, have been tested by our 
experts. Selected from the best partners, these products are the result of 
proven craftsmanship.

Each selected product undergoes rigorous quality control, carried out in 
Switzerland by experienced testing specialists. This "testing expertise" 
guarantees compliance with the highest standards of safety, durability, and 
performance.

"Designed and Assembled in Switzerland":
A selection of our products are assembled in Switzerland by workers who 
master their craft perfectly. This process allows us to guarantee optimal 
quality while valuing the skills and expertise of Swiss workers.

"Made in Switzerland":
Finally, we offer products entirely imagined, manufactured, and tested in 
Switzerland. This range highlights the exceptional know-how and precision 
that characterize Swiss manufacturing tradition.

Born in the heart of the Swiss Alps, 
the Alpen brand provides solid, 
functional, and reliable tools to 
professionals and home gardeners.

ALPEN is a sister company of FELCO 
& part of the FLISCH Group of companies
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MANUAL TOOLS
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Professionals and savvy home gardeners will notice at first glance the 
Swiss precision in the Gelbhorn 150 pruning shears. Its fully chromed 
blade ensures a clean cut, up to 20 mm. Guaranteed corrosion-
resistant, our tool is designed for outdoor work. 

• Drop Forged bypass pruning shears assembled and quality controlled in Switzerland
• Easy opening system by squeezing the handles together.
• Drop forged aluminium with black anodized sandblasted finish.
• Yellow PVC grips (Phthalates free)
• Blade: Japanese carbon steel with hard chrome plating / Alpen laser engraved logo
• Counter blade: Japanese carbon steel with hard chrome plating / Sap groove
• Lock: Zinc alloy with rust resistant black plating 
• Spring: Spiral with rust resistant black coating

The Gelbhorn 140 is a powerful cutting tool that cuts branches up 
to 18 mm precisely and cleanly. Thanks to its PTFE coated blade 
that provides smooth cuts and its steel-reinforced lightness and 
2-component plastic handles, Gelbhorn 140 can easily perform various 
pruning jobs in the field and garden.

• Bypass pruning shears assembled and quality controlled in Switzerland
• Easy opening thumb catch
• Black TPR injection yellow PP handles (Phthalates free)
• Blade : Japanese SKS-51 steel with non-stick PTFE coating / Alpen laser engraved logo
• Counter blade: Japanese carbon steel with hard chrome plating / Sap groove
• Spring: Spiral with rust resistant black coating

Gelbhorn 140/1 – Spare Parts Kit Gelbhorn 140

• Blade: Japanese SK5 carbon steel with non-stick Grey 
 PTFE coating / Alpen laser engraved logo
• Spring: Spiral with black coating
• Shock-absorber
• Bolt and nut

CODE: GELBHORN140/1

Gelbhorn 150/1 – Spare Parts Kit Gelbhorn 150

• Blade: Japanese carbon steel with hard chrome plating / 
 Alpen laser engraved logo
• Spring: Spiral with black coating
• Shock-absorbers
• Bolt and nut

CODE: GELBHORN150/1

GELBHORN 
150

GELBHORN 
140

SECATEUR 
Spare Parts Kit

SECATEURS

Weight 250g       Cutting Diameter 20mm

CODE: GELBHORN150

Weight 170g       Cutting Diameter 18mm

CODE: GELBHORN140
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RIGI
300

SNIPS

The Rigi 300 snips are an essential tool for trimming your plants 
and harvesting fruit and vegetables. Its ultra sharp blades easily 
trim shoots, herbs and flowers, and being made from stainless 
steel do not rust and are easy to maintain. The long, thin blades 
with rounded tips make them an ideal tool for careful harvesting 
of fruit, vegetables, and flowers. 

• Blade: Japanese stainless steel
• Handles: Metal handles with black oxide coating and yellow PVC grips 
 (Phthalates free) / ALPEN logo laser engraved
• Spring: Spiral with black oxide coating
• Locker: Leather

Weight 115g       Blade Length 56mm

CODE: RIGI300
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BERNINA 6350 
Pull Stroke Saw

BERNINA 6195 
Folding Pull Stroke Saw

SAWS

The Bernina 6350 curved fixed blade saw is the perfect choice 
for tough pruning jobs. The long 330mm curved blade makes 
cutting large diameter branches up to 160mm easy, especially 
at height. To keep this high-performance cutting tool always on 
hand, it comes with a holster that easily clips to your belt. To 
extend the life of the tool, the blade is available as a spare part. 

• Impulse hardened teeth
• Larger pruning section thanks to the curved shape of the blade
• Optimized tooth geometry for efficient cutting and chip removal
• Easy blade adjustment and replacement
• Secure carrying, fast access and maximum convenience for both left and right-

handers, with the dedicated Alpen sheath
• Made in Sweden

CODE: BERNINA6350

Bernina 6350 Replacement Blade
CODE: BERNINA6350/1

The Bernina 6195 is ideal for pruning work in vineyards, 
landscaping, arboriculture or around the garden. The rubber 
coated metal handle is sturdy and comfortable to grip, 
while the chrome plated, hollow ground blade is ultra sharp 
and long lasting thanks to the impulse hardening on each 
saw tooth. The blade locking system ensures safe transport, 
usage and storage. To extend the life of the tool, the blade 
is available as a spare part. 

• Straight chrome plated steel blade
• Optimized tooth geometry for efficient cutting and chip removal
• Easy blade adjustment and replacement
• Two different locking positions for pruning

CODE: BERNINA6195

Bernina 6195 Replacement Blade
CODE: BERNINA6195/1

Blade Length 330mmCutting Diameter 160mm

Blade Length 195mmCutting Diameter 95mm
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To keep hedges and shrubs well maintained and looking tidy, the Pilatus 
200 hedge shears are an essential tool for professionals and home 
gardeners looking for a tool that combines precision and durability. 
The Pilatus 200 hedge shears are easy to manoeuvre when performing 
precision trimming jobs thanks to their lightweight, ergonomic 
aluminium handles with contoured soft grips. Their forged Japanese 
steel blades are heavy duty, and easily cut through branches up to 
10mm while keeping their cutting edge sharp. These hedge shears have 
been designed to be a high-performance, long-lasting tool.

•  Blade: Japanese forged carbon steel with sandblast finish / 
 Laser engraved ALPEN logo
• Handles: Aluminium handles with black colour powder coating / 
 ALPEN logo laser engraved
• Shock-absorber 

CODE: PILATUS200

PILATUS
200

HEDGE SHEARS

Weight 1015g       Blade Length 225mmCutting Diameter 10mm Overall Length 600mm
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The Weisshorn 280 loppers have been designed to provide powerful 
pruning at height and to cut large diameter branches up to 40mm. 
Thanks to cam assisted mechanism, you get almost 3 times the cutting 
power vs standard bypass loppers. Combine this cutting power with the 
lightweight aluminium handles and you have a tool that has been made 
to meet the needs of demanding professionals and home gardeners 
looking for an efficient and powerful cutting tool.

• Blade: Japanese SK5 carbon steel / laser engraved ALPEN logo
• Counter blade: Forged carbon steel with sandblast finish
• Handles: Aluminium handles with black powder coating / laser engraved ALPEN logo
• Shock absorbers

CODE: WEISSHORN280

Weisshorn 280 Spare Blade Kit
CODE: WEISSHORN280/1

The Weisshorn 260 are lightweight, powerful bypass loppers that can 
cut through branches up to 35mm with ease. Thanks to a blade that 
combines a variable radius and a non-stick coating, these loppers make 
short work of demanding cutting and pruning jobs. The lightweight 
aluminium handles with contoured grips and rubber shock absorbers 
maximize comfort and minimize fatigue even during a long day of 
pruning. With key spare parts available, this is a tool you can maintain 
for many years to come.

• Blade: Japanese SK5 carbon steel with black non-stick coating / laser engraved ALPEN logo
• Counter blade : Forged carbon steel with sandblast finish
• Handles: Aluminium handles with black powder coating / laser engraved ALPEN logo
• Shock absorbers

CODE: WEISSHORN260

Weisshorn 260 Spare Blade Kit
CODE: WEISSHORN260/1

WEISSHORN
280

WEISSHORN 
260

LOPPERS

Weight 1210g       Cutting Diameter 40mm Overall Length 800mm

Weight 975g       Cutting Diameter 35mm Overall Length 600mm
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The Tambo 901 is practical and easy to use on all kinds of pruning tools 
to quickly maintain and regain a sharp cutting edge. Its lightweight 
aluminium structure is easy and comfortable to grip, while the carbide 
stone allows for fast sharpening of blade edges. It can fit easily into a 
pocket or onto a key chain with the convenient key chain hole, so you 
can always have it with you to keep your ALPEN tools sharp and ready 
for pruning.

• Casted aluminium and carbide stone
• Hole for keyring

CODE: TAMBO990

Make sure your pruning shears are always handy and ready to tackle 
pruning jobs by keeping them right by your side with the Tambo 990 
holster. Never again forget where you left your pruning shears or let 
them put holes in your pockets. The Tambo 990 genuine leather 
holster can easily attach to your belt by its clip or belt loops. 

• Materials: Genuine black leather (full grain cowhide) with yellow stitching 
 and hook and loop ALPEN logo laser engraved

CODE: TAMBO990

To ensure the life of your pruning tools, regular maintenance is 
essential, and proper greasing is part of the process. The Tambo 910 
grease is a high-performance waterproof grease that works in all 
weather conditions to ensure a smooth cutting action on your 
ALPEN tools and keep them performing for a long time.

• High-performance, water-repellent grease
• Lubricates blade and counter blade

CODE: TAMBO910

The Tambo 950 is an easy to use, chromed metal grease pump for 
precise greasing of all Alpen tools. It fits perfectly onto the Tambo 910 
biodegradable grease, and its compact size is easy for storing.

• Lays just the right volume on grease by a simple pressure with the thumb

CODE: TAMBO950

TAMBO 901  
Carbide Sharpener

TAMBO 990  
Leather Holster

TAMBO 901  
Grease

TAMBO 950  
Grease Pump

ACCESSORIES

Weight 40g       Overall Length 112mm

Weight 110g       

Weight 80g       

Weight 40g       Biodegradable      

Overall Length 235mm

Overall Length 180mm
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ELECTRIC TOOLS
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WILDHORN
32

ELECTRIC TOOLS

The Wildhorn 32 electric pruner epitomizes Swiss artisanal 
excellence combined with the best global technological 
expertise. Designed for discerning professionals and meticulous 
homeowners alike, this pruner ensures an unparalleled pruning 
experience. Be amazed by the quality of its HSS blade, crafted 
by our partner Felco © ensuring efficiency and longevity.  This 
fully-equipped cordless electric pruner has 12 hours of battery 
life, it comes with 3 batteries, which can be simultaneously 
rechargeable with its 3-way charger.

• Swiss Made cutting head manufactured by FELCO: 
 the best partners to provide you with excellence.
• HSS (High Speed Steel) blade: A promise of enduring performance. 
 Less sharpening required, quality cutting for longer.
• Three batteries and a 3-way charger: For an uninterrupted 
 workday and optimized charging.
• Suitable storage case with 10 handy accessories.

CODE: WILDHORN32

A Kit Pro Nomade
• A holster for the pruning shears
• A strong, comfortable belt
• One battery pouch
• A sturdy case

A Max Autonomy Kit
• 3x batteries 14.4V, 2.6Ah
• 3-way charger

An integral Maintenance Kit
• Sharpener
• Lubricating pump
• Grease tube
• Allen key
• 13 mm wrench
• Phillips screwdriver
• Maintenance accessories storage 

pouch

Content of the kit:

Other features:

• Counter blade: Swiss carbon steel with sap resistance
• Included holster, belt, and tool kit
• Semi or full opening mode
• LCD screen for easy reading of tool and battery statistics
• Battery: Lithium-Ion
• Charging time: Max 2h per battery

Weight 940g
(Including battery)       

Cutting Diameter 32mm
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DALP/0124

Contact Details

Burton McCall Limited
163 Parker Drive, Leicester, LE4 0JP

Tel Main Switchboard: 0116 234 4600

www.burton-mccall.co.uk

  @BTNMCCALL
  @burtonmccallltd
  @burton-mccall-limited

Sales Office
Tel: 0116 234 4611/4622
Email: sales@burton-mccall.com

Customer Services
Tel: 0116 234 4646
Email: customer.services@burton-mccall.com


